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Brilliant stylist and innovator Marion May Campbell’s fifth work of fiction is a bold, politically-edged and wryly 
funny novella centered around two women in dialogue over the idea of the romance of the revolutionary.

Ex-commo Monique Piquet meets up in Paris with a former student, Angel Beigesang, who has just published 
a dramatic re-imagining of Ulrike Meinhof and Gudrun Ensslin of the Red Army Faction, the so-called Baader-
Meinhof Gang — the original urban terrorists, in 1970s West Germany.

Wandering through revolutionary and repressive Paris, her breakdown goes into freefall, as she recalls her 
earlier radicalism and its part in the younger woman’s dangerous identification with revolutionaries.

This work considers Meinhof’s 1970 tripwire leap into illegality and follows her flight underground, crimes 
committed in the name of ‘armed struggle’, and her conflict-blighted incarceration before her suicide.

Marion May Campbell employs wordplay and a narrative woven with intellect and satire, to question whether 
play rather than action by Meinhof and Ensslin might have resulted in less murderous outcomes and how, in 
commemoration, we might avoid romancing the outlaw.

‘Although this is a demanding read, it is genuinely rewarding – it’s not often that Australian fiction propels the 
reader so far out of their comfort zone that the world takes on a slightly different gleam, if only for a moment.’ 
– Readings Monthly
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Background: the Baader-Meinhof Gang

The Red Army Faction [die Rote Armee Fraktion], or so-called Baader-Meinhof Gang, was a terrorist 
group in West Germany from the late 1960s to the 1980s.

The Baader-Meinhof Gang/Red Army Faction is widely credited with the invention of modern terrorism. 
In post-war Germany, a generation grew up in the wake of their parents’ Nazism and reacted against 
what they saw as the fascist state of West Germany, propped up by capitalism. The Red Army Faction 
(RAF) described itself as a communist and anti-imperialist ‘urban guerrilla’ group engaged in armed 
resistance against the fascist state and the trappings of bourgeois soceity.

Although commonly called the Baader-Meinhof Gang, the leaders were actually Andreas Baader and 
Gudrun Ensslin; Ulrike Meinhof’s name was paired with Baader’s when she, under instructions from 
Ensslin, helped Baader break out of prison in 1970.

The story of the Baader-Meinhof Gang has been told in a range of films, documentaries and books. 
For more information visit: www.baader-meinhof.com 
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